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number key.Clock parts for timekeeping systems normally are
composed of a suitable material such as steel, brass or beryllium.
Such parts have specified tolerances that require accurate adjustment
of the shaft or bearing system to maintain the accuracy of the clock
timepiece. Therefore, the individual components of the clock parts
are required to be carefully mounted and pre-aligned in accordance
with the design specifications. This requires special precision
equipment for mounting components and assembly on a timepiece
shaft. Certain such equipment is not readily adjustable or movable,
and some of the equipment requires complex tooling that limits the
amount of timepiece production per day. Further, such production
systems may result in inaccuracies in the mounting of timekeeping
components to the timepiece. Accordingly, it is desirable to provide
an improved system for mounting components in a timepiece that is
readily adjustable. In one aspect the invention comprises a
timekeeping system for a timepiece. The timekeeping system
includes a timepiece watch case having a case wall defining an
aperture; a timepiece mechanical assembly including a timepiece
component disposed within the aperture of the timepiece case, and a
timepiece component support member having a timepiece component
support and a threaded boss, wherein the timepiece component
support is rotatable about a first axis relative to the case wall and the
threaded boss has a threaded bore and a threaded boss axis and has a
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defined fastening axis, wherein the threaded bore of the threaded
boss is substantially concentric with the timepiece component support
and the threaded boss axis is substantially parallel to the fastening
axis and wherein the timepiece component has a timepiece
component mounting projection and the threaded boss is
cooperatively engaged with the mounting projection of the timepiece
component; and a timepiece adjustment assembly including a
timepiece adjustment member having an outer thread, wherein the
outer thread is cooperating with the threaded bore of the threaded
boss of the timepiece component support member, and wherein the
timepiece adjustment member is rotatable about a second axis
relative to the case wall and f678ea9f9e
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